CAMPUS LOCATION

Nestled in the picturesque foothills of the San Gabriel
Mountains, Mt Sierra College is located near
premier art and technology centers and the
world renowned Los Angeles ﬁlm and
entertainment industries.

Mt Sierra College offers a winning
combination of technology and creativity in a
caring and supportive environment. The dedicated
faculty and staff at Mt Sierra College prepare
students for meaningful, lifelong careers.
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800 ROYAL OAKS DR., STE 101,
MONROVIA CA, 91016

“I provide life experiences

during my lectures, that way
it’s not all theory. There are
practical applications to
support my lectures.”

@MTSIERRACOLLEGE

AN EXCELLENT CHOICE

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN
COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
INFORMATION SECURITY
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE IN MEDIA ARTS & DESIGN
WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN
GAME ARTS & DESIGN
VISUAL DESIGN
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN NETWORK
COMMUNICATIONS

For additional information on graduation rates, placement rates, and median debt, visit:
http://mtsierra.edu/gainful_employment/

PREPARING YOU
FOR A LIFELONG CAREER
800 ROYAL OAKS DRIVE, SUITE 101, MONROVIA CA, 91016
MTSIERRA.EDU | 888.828.8800 | ADMISSIONS@MTSIERRA.EDU

VISUAL DESIGN
Every student at Mt Sierra College is immersed in the world of visual design and
challenged to create their best work alongside like-minded peers and mentored by
caring and knowledgeable teachers who are accomplished practitioners in the ﬁeld. As
a Visual Design major, you will be enrolled in coursework that includes UI/UX design,
branding, multichannel publishing, packaging, web and interaction design.
GAME ARTS & DESIGN
As a Game Arts & Design major, you will learn the entire process of bringing a game
from a concept to marketable product including story development, animation, and
gameplay development. You will be provided a solid foundation in game development,
programming, level design, 3D asset creation, visual effects and lighting, and sound.
At Mt Sierra College, you are more
than a number. Our small class sizes
(averaging thirteen or fewer students) and
our commitment to offering individualized,
personal attention allows for meaningful
interaction and a practical real-world experience.
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“I recieved a thorough education at
Mt Sierra. The staff is very helpful in every
aspect of life and education. The small
classes made it much easier for me to ask
questions and open up discussions. ”

COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
As a Computer Information Technology major, you will master programming, operating
systems, database management, systems analysis and design, as well as networking
technologies. The core curriculum covers the disciplines of software engineering,
programming languages, database management, computer architecture, operating
systems, computer networks, and web design.
INFORMATION SECURITY
As a student specializing in Information Security, you will receive coursework and
hands-on experience in security fundamentals including security policy development
and management, cyber law and ethics, computer and data forensics, applied local
area networks, wide area network and wireless security, disaster recovery, and security
development life cycle management.
NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS
As a graduate from the Network Communications program, you will master general
network communications, telephony and data communications, wireless technologies,
emerging technologies, networking, internet and intranet technologies. Additionally,
you will be familiar with voice and data communication, local and wide area network
administration, computer integration, Windows, UNIX and LINUX operating systems,
internet working, and transport protocols.

WHY STUDENTS CHOOSE US
Hands-on courses featuring real-world learning situations
Personalized assistance from Admissions to Graduation
Academic Support Resources including free tutoring
Small class sizes that give every student the individualized
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attention they need

Personal Career Advising that focuses on employment assistance
and career development

Industry-driven degrees and stimulating courses that
combine theory and practice

OUR PROFESSORS MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE
At Mt Sierra College, students learn from industry

professionals with real-world experience in their chosen ﬁeld of

study. Our degrees are industry-driven and designed to train
students for the workplace of the future. All courses are made to

challenge and inspire while recreating the same tasks faced on the job.
LIFELONG LEARNING

Technology is always changing and our students grow with it.
Mt Sierra College’s commitment to students extends
beyond graduation. As part of the Lifelong Learning
Program, graduates may enroll in newly developed or

existing courses to stay up-to-date on the latest industry

trends, innovations, and standards in their respective ﬁelds.

challenged and

helped me reach my true

potential. The experiences
will stick with me for a
lifetime.

